The 
To begin the first proof, it is clear from (4) that the subspaces Ap'qV' ate independent, for since p + q = r the bidegree (p, q) is determined by the difference p -q, and the right side of (A) is independent of p or q. To show that these subspaces span ATV it is claimed that the space ($ §/V' defined above is a direct sum One is led to (A) and a proof of (1) by seeking the significance of (5) for an element co £ ArV' C ®rV'. Of course its components cop need not be alternating; for example, the only alternating element of <¿9j.¡V' is zero. However, grouping the terms of (5) to r subject to p + q = r) spans A'V'. Since the subspaces Ap'qV' ate independent, the second proof of (1) is complete.
An immediate corollary of this proof is the description (2).
The third proof of Theorem 1 relies on no auxiliary results. Given co £ ArV', it is desired to find functions co^ £ AP'9V' such that co -57 " co^. P P=0 p By using the defining identity (4) It remains to show that these solutions satisfy (4), and this can be done without writing down the inverse matrix: First, one can obtain
which is the sum of the identities (4), by using v! fot v in (6.0), adding over /, and substituting the sum in (6.1). Similarly, the relation
is obtained by using v in (6.1), adding over k, and substituting the sum in However it is complicated, and a proof of (A) by means of it is not well motivated. Of course one could adopt Ar(CV) as the preferred model, and this is quite common, but it is less natural than ATV' tot some applications.
4. David Prill has pointed out to the author that Ap,qV' can also be characterized by the identity (7) ei0b-*)"{") = (ú(eiBvv ■■■ , eiev), all real 0, and that this will yield (A) upon differentiation with respect to 0 at 0. That (7) defines Ap,qV' can be seen in much the same way as the third proof of Theorem 1. The special case of (7) where 0 = rr/2 occurs in [6, p. 4] . It is in fact only necessary to impose (7) for a fixed 0 such that e is not a kth
